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ATC IFR Communication Procedures

In the last Workshop “ATC IFR Departure Procedures” we talked about SID's (Standard Instrument Departure 
Routes) and ATC Communications for obtaining the Departure Clearance.

In this Workshop you will learn about the Communication Procedures for Taxi-Out, Takeoff, Climb, Cruise, 
Descend and Landing.

Of Course the topic STAR's (Standard Arrival Routes) will also be covered.

So let's get right into it....... ATC communications is in BLUE, Aircraft communications in GREEN

After obtaining the Departure Clearance you will be either getting ready for Pushback or Taxi-Out in case you do 
not need to do a Push-Back. Be aware that obtaining a departure clearance does not mean you are allowed to 
start the engines yet! Normally you would request both, Startup and Pushback from the appropriate ATC station. 
In case you are on a position where you do not require a Pushback, then you would of course only request only 
permission to start the engines:

“[XXX] Stand 174, request Start Up”
“[XXX] Startup Approved”
“[XXX] Start Up at own discretion”
“[XXX] Start Up approved”

You might not get the permission to start up straight away. In this case expect an answer like:

“[XXX] Expect Start Up at xx:xx”
“[XXX] Expect Start Up in xx minutes”
“[XXX] Expect xx minutes delay due to...”
“[XXX] Readback”

Communication for Push-Back and Taxi

This procedure is very straight forward. The only complication to be expected is a special pushback instruction with
respect to the direction.

“[XXX] Stand A18, request Push Back”
“[XXX] Push Back approved”
“[XXX] Push Back approved”

You have to expect some variations to that:

“[XXX] Push Back approved, facing north”
“[XXX] Push Back approved, extend to remain clear of postiton A16”
“[XXX] Push Back approved, make a short pushback”
“[XXX] Readback”

Once we are ready to taxi, we will do the taxi-request:

“[XXX] request Taxi”

It is important to have familiarized yourself with the expected taxi routing before that request. Otherwise you 
might be overwhelmed by the instructions given to you.

“[XXX] Taxi via N7, N, hold short N10”
“[XXX] Taxi via S and U, hold short of Runway 09”
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“[XXX] Taxi to holding point Runway 09, via N and D”
“[XXX] Readback”

Usually the instructions given here are self explanatory. However the wording “taxi to holding point Runway 09” 
sometimes causes confusion with respect to the exact meaning of that phrase. 
So what is the holding point of a runway?

It is the solid line/double line at the runway edge. Like this one here:

A clearance to hold short of taxiway L3 would be meant as follows:

Here you will have to completely remain clear of taxiway L3. Often you will find a hold short line on the ground.
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During taxi you could get the following instructions:

“[XXX] Hold Position”
“[XXX] Expedite Taxi”
“[XXX] Taxi Slower”
“[XXX] Give way to XXX”
“[XXX] Readback”

At some poiint you will be transferred to the tower frequency. Here the fun starts ;-)

The tower will give you all clearances and instructions regarding lineup, takeoff and later on for landing.
Special care must be given to the exact wording when on the tower frequency! 

For example the term “cleared” is only given with the Takeoff or Landing Clearance, or for VFR traffic it would be 
additionally “Cleared to enter Control Zone”. 

Also a line-up behind has to be read back in a certain manner. When you hear:

“[XXX] Behind landing traffic on 1 mile final, line-up and wait behind”
“[XXX] Behind landing traffic on 1 mile final, cross runway 28 behind”

You will need to read back the clearance exactly the way it was given to you!:

“[XXX] Behind landing traffic on 1 mile final, line-up and wait behind”
“[XXX] Behind landing traffic on 1 mile final, cross runway 28 behind”

But let us start from the beginning. When contacting Tower, report your position:

“[XXX] Holding short Runway 09 (at L3), call you when ready”
“[XXX] Holding short Runway 09 (at L3), ready for departure”

“[XXX] Line-up and wait”
“[XXX] Line-up and wait”

“[XXX] Line-up and be ready for immediate departure”
“[XXX] Line-up and be ready for immediate departure”

“[XXX] Line-up and cleared for Takeoff Runway 09, the wind ….”
“[XXX] Line-up and cleared for Takeoff Runway 09” .. do not read back the wind info!

“[XXX] Runway 09, Cleared for Takeoff, the wind.... ”
“[XXX] Runway 09, Cleared for Takeoff”

So what happens when the tower needs an aircraft to stop after the takeoff clearance has been given?
Well, there are two different phrases for that case. One is before the aircraft is rolling, the other is once the 
aircraft has commenced its takeoff roll.

Aircraft still stationary:

“[XXX] hold position, cancel takeoff, I say again, cancel takeoff (reason)”

Aircraft still on takeoff roll:

“[XXX] stop immediately, XXX stop immediately”
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Once airborne the tower will send you over to the departure frequency unless you have been given that clearance 
already or it tells you to do so in the Departure Route instructions.

“[XXX] contact departure (frequency)”
“[XXX] Contact departure (frequency)”

When you contact the departure ATC, make sure you report passing and cleared altitude/FL.

“Departure, [XXX] passing xxx , climbing via DKB8S (SID) to xxx”

Clearances to climb via a SID have to be fully understood. When being told to “Climb via SID to altitude/FL”, 
you need to follow all published altitude/FL and speed restrictions. 

When ATC cancels all or part of the restrictions it will be like this:

“Climb via SID to altitude/FL, cancel Speed restrictions” (Altitude restrictions still apply!)
“Climb via SID to altitude/FL, cancel Altitude/Level restrictions” (Speed restrictions still apply!)
“Climb via SID to altitude/FL, cancel Altitude/Level and Speed restrictions” (Free to climb)

Another important point is that if you get clearance to proceed directly to another waypoint, all restrictions with 
regarding to bypassed waypoints are cancelled!

However, you might get a radar vector and then a clearance to rejoin (“[XXX] Rejoin DKB8S departure”) the 
departure route again. In this case all speed and level restrictions associated where the rejoin occurs (and 
subsequent ones as well ofc) must be complied with!

Here are some more clearances that you might get

“[XXX] Climb Alt/FL at 2000 ft/min or more”
“[XXX] Climb Alt/FL at 2000 ft/min or less”
“[XXX] Climb Alt/FL at 1500 ft/min exactly”
“[XXX] Reach Alt/FL latest at xxx/in xxx minutes”

Enroute you might get some clearances like:

“[XXX] Fly heading xxx”
“[XXX] Proceed/Fly directly to xxx”
“[XXX] Maintain Mach .78 or more/less”
“[XXX] Maintain Mach .78 exactly”

Or you might get asked: 

“[XXX] Report Mach Number”
“[XXX] Report Heading”
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Descent and Approach

Let us now get to the clearances related to the descent and approach phase. At some point when you are getting 
within the reach of your Top of Descent, you will either request a descent clearance or ATC will issue one 
themselves.

“[XXX] Descend FLXXX”
“[XXX] Descend FLXXX”  …. and you would do this immediately.

Here is another variation:

“[XXX] Descend when ready FLXXX, report leaving”

Here the instruction given is easy to understand, and when starting your descent you will of course report:

“[XXX] Leaving FLXXX, descending FLXXX”

However you might get a clearance like this:

“[XXX] Descend when ready FLXXX”
“[XXX] When ready descend FLXXX”

So will you report leaving your Flightlevel? Well, since the controller didn't instruct you to do so, you would not be 
required to do so. However in order to increase the controllers situational awareness, it is a good call to report 
vacating the Flightlevel, especially when the clearance has been given some time in advance.

Here again you might get specific instructions for the descent:

“[XXX] Descend Alt/FL at 2000 ft/min or more”
“[XXX] Descend Alt/FL at 2000 ft/min or less”
“[XXX] Descend Alt/FL at 1500 ft/min exactly”
“[XXX] Reach Alt/FL latest at xxx/in xxx minutes”

In your filed Flightplan there will be an initial approach fix (clearance limit fix) from which a transition or approach 
begins. However even when you filed a certain STAR, you will need to obtain a clearance to fly a certain STAR or 
standard Approach!

So theoretically you would need to enter the IAF holding pattern if you have not received the approach clearance 
at that point. Obviously you would call ATC before reaching the clearance limit fix for further instructions. In the 
very unlikely event that you can't get a clearance in time, just continue on the filed routing as long as you can still
hear ATC and are sure that you have not gotten a Communication failure.

A holding instruction from ATC would look like this:

“[XXX] At (FIX/Station) hold as published”
“[XXX] Hold at /FIX/Station) inbound course xxx, Left/Right turns”

For the approach itself the same procedure applies here with the clearance:

“[XXX] Cleared the ANORA3A arrival”

“[XXX] Descend via the STAR to Flxxx”

So make sure you adhere to all Alt/FL and Speed restrictions! 
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The ANORA3A ends at the clearance limit ROKIL. So you will need to obtain further clearance prior to reaching 
ROKIL! 

“[XXX] Cleared the ROKIL Transition”
“[XXX] Continue on the ROKIL Transition”

So depending on the type of transition/arrival route, you will either be radar vectored to the final 
approach or you get a standard approach clearance via the Initial Approach Fix.

The instructions will look like this:

“[XXX] From MIQ, cleared the standard approach ILS 26R”
“[XXX] Fly Heading xxx, radar vectors for ILS Runway 26R”

A clearance to proceed via a standard approach clears you for the appropriate approach itself (i.e. ILS) and to 
descend via the published profile.

When under Radar Vectors, ATC will manage the lateral and vertical profile. Just simply follow the instructions 
given to you. Also read back all heading, altitude and clearances. 

“[XXX] Fly Heading xxx, cleared Localizer Runway 26R”
Here only clearance to intercept the Localizer itself is given. You may not descend with the Glidepath!

Only when receiving the clearance 

“[XXX] Fly Heading xxx, cleared the ILS Runway 26R”

can you descend with the Glidepath!

Of course a clearance for a non-precision approach will clear you also for the final descend. 

Once established on the Approach, the Director/Approach Controller will send you over to tower for the landing 
clearance. In very rare cases you might get the landing clearance from Approach/Director. 

“[XXX] Tower clears to to land Runway 26R”

When changing to the Tower Frequency, you call in and report the type of Approach:

“Tower, [XXX] ILS Z 25R”

The Tower controller will then either give you the landing clearance or say:

“[XXX] Continue Approach”
“[XXX] Continue Approach, report 3 mile final”

At some point you will need to obtain a landing clearance. Landing without a landing clearance could get you into 
big trouble. Hence if you do not receive it prior touchdown (of course you would ask the Tower before if needed) 
you should do a missed approach. 

“[XXX] Cleared to land Runway xx, the wind... ”
“[XXX] Cleared to land Runway xx” … again, do not read back the wind!

So if the Tower cannot give you a landing clearance for whatever reason, you will get the instruction:

“[XXX] Go Around immediately, follow standard missed approach procedure”
“[XXX] Go Around immediately, climb xxx feet on runway heading”
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Once safely on the Ground and when Runway is vacated, you will be sent over to Ground ATC or sometimes in the 
AOI it will state to switch over automatically to the appropriate Ground Frequency.

You will then receive the taxi clearance, which of course you will read back. 

“[XXX] Taxi to stand/parking postiton xxx via taxiways A and S”

And that is all there is to it. 

I am aware of the fact that I have not covered all possible clearance variations. But you now have a good 
overview of what to expect when flying on VATSIM or IVAO.

The only advise I can give you, is to practice, practice, practice. Trust me you will become very efficient with these
ATC communications in a short period of time. And the added immersion through getting ATC online is fantastic.

So, enjoy your flights! 

Happy Landings
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